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a b s t r a c t

Multiaxial fatigue is a very important physical phenomenon in several mechanical components. Fatigue
life study under cyclic stresses is of utmost importance to avoid unexpected failure of equipments, vehi-
cles or structures. Among several fatigue characterization tools, a correct definition of a loading cycle
under multiaxial fatigue loading conditions shows to be crucial to estimate multiaxial fatigue life.

The aim of this work is to achieve a correct definition for a multiaxial fatigue loading cycle and accom-
plish a multiaxial fatigue model to estimate block’s fatigue life under multiaxial loading conditions. To
reach this goal, several loading paths were carried out using the 42CrMo4 low alloy steel under different
loading conditions. Sequential, proportional, non-proportional and asynchronous loading effects were
modulated through eleven loading blocks. Furthermore, two models were proposed: a cycle counting
method and a fatigue life evaluation criterion. The results from the proposed models were correlated with
the fatigue data and compared with two well known cycle counting models: the Bannantine and Socie
and the Wang and Brown criteria. The proposed models were successfully validated by experimental
data. Results show that the new proposals lead to an improved multiaxial fatigue characterization under
complex loading conditions.

� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In simple fatigue loading cases the cycle definition using an
equivalent stress is very prompt and the inherent fatigue life cor-
relations provides acceptable results. However, in complex loading
histories, the fatigue life estimations under equivalent stress ap-
proaches, most of the times, are not in agreement with experimen-
tal data. Equivalent stress approaches are unsuitable to
characterize directly the block’s fatigue damage, because they yield
non-conservative fatigue live estimations. In other words, the load-
ing block’s fatigue damage is greater than the one estimated by the
greatest equivalent stress found in that same loading block.

Therefore, block’s fatigue damage characterization must con-
sider what happens during the entire block’s loading history. Mul-
tiaxial cumulative damage is commonly calculated using the
Miner’s rule, or its different versions, as is used in uniaxial loading
conditions.

In addition, Miner’s rule considers a damage parameter in asso-
ciation with a cycle counting method [1]. Damage parameters must
capture the physical fatigue behavior to allow considering the
cumulative damage as a cycle damage summation [2–5].

Equivalent damage parameters, such as equivalent stress, keep
the time relation between multiaxial load components, which is
a plus, but they have some shortcomings. For instance, time histo-
ries of an equivalent stress are always positive and due to that,
their time history is unsuitable to capture the whole physical dam-
age process.

The load sign of multiaxial load components is essential infor-
mation because it identifies a different damage behavior. For in-
stance, compression and tension stress states have negative and
positive sign and distinct fatigue damage behaviors. Compression
stresses tend to slow down the fatigue damage and the tension
ones tend to speed up the damage process. Moreover, SN damage
curves are established based on a pair of positive and negative
reversals i.e. a tension and compression load pair. Each uniaxial
reversal contributes in a different way to the SN unitary damage
composed by the compression/tension damage pair, in the case
of an axial SN curve.

Therefore, a rainflow cycle counting over the time variation of
an equivalent stress does not capture whole the fatigue damage
behavior [6,7].

Nowadays, new approaches on cycle counting are very few [5–
10]. Well-known cycle counting methods use the rainflow method
or its variants. They have acceptable results under uniaxial load-
ings, but under multiaxial loading conditions the fatigue life esti-
mations yields poor results. Some cycle counting criteria are
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critical plane based methods, they use the rainflow method applied
to the stress/strain time variation, on each projection plane, to ac-
count loading reversals. For instance, Bannantine and Socie (BS)
proposed a cycle counting criterion that accounts the number of
loading reversals, in the critical plane, through a rainflow routine
[11].

Subsequently, a damage parameter is determined, at each
reversal, using a critical plane model according to the axial or shear
based damage approaches. BS method has some shortcomings in
damage characterization, because the contribution of the axial
and shear loading components to the fatigue damage are discon-
nectedly computed. Therefore, the time relation between shear
and axial load components is ignored, and the joint damage effect
is not captured. Wang and Brown (WB) [2] proposed a new cycle
counting method to overcome the sign lost shortcoming in their
equivalent strain approach. WB cycle counting criterion is based
in the von Mises relative strains and in the classic rainflow cycle
counting method.

The loading cycles are extracted from the von Mises relative
strain time variation and the WB damage parameter is computed
for every extracted cycle. Then, an accumulated criterion must be
used to calculate the loading block’s total damage in order to esti-
mate block’s fatigue life. The WB criterion has one main shortcom-
ing, which is the possibility to miss the greatest stress range during
the loading time history [12,13].

Meggiolaro and de Castro, proposed one modification to the
Wang and Brown criterion to overcome this shortcoming. The
change was to expand the WB criterion to the five-dimensional
Euclidean space to ensure that the highest relative strain ampli-
tude is always accounted [6,7]. Wei and Dong proposed an equiv-
alent stress cycle counting method using the time evolution of the
equivalent stress in the von Mises stress space. The equivalent
stress is mapped to extract loading cycles and overcome the miss-
ing loading path-dependency verified on the WB criterion [12–14].

In this paper is studied eleven loading blocks with several dif-
ferent loading effects using the Bannantine and Socie, Wang and
Brown and a new proposed multiaxial cycle counting method.
The new cycle counting method, the Stress Scale Factor (SSF) vir-
tual cycle counting, is based on the SSF equivalent shear stress
early proposed by the authors in [15].

Moreover, a new criterion to evaluate fatigue life under com-
plex loadings is proposed, this method uses the new cycle counting
method proposed here and is an update of the SSF equivalent shear
stress to block loading conditions.

In order to validate the proposed methods it was performed a
fatigue life correlation using fatigue data from eleven loading
blocks. Moreover, the proposed models estimations were com-
pared with two state-of-the-art models estimations in this field.
Results show that the proposed cycle counting and fatigue life esti-
mation approaches yields better results. In addition, the proposed
models computational work is far less than the one necessary in BS
and WB fatigue life evaluation.

2. Theoretical development

To estimate fatigue lives from loading blocks is necessary to
consider a multidisciplinary approach in fatigue damage character-
ization. Multiaxial block loadings have much more intricate load-
ing histories than the reference ones used to set up SN curves. To
achieve block loading damage is necessary to enter with three
main fatigue approaches: a cycle counting method, a damage crite-
rion and a damage accumulation model. The damage criterion is
the base stone to set up random fatigue. The damage parameter
must capture the fatigue damage behavior to allow set up a cycle
counting method and an accumulation model.

2.1. Multiaxial cycle counting

Uniaxial cycle counting is a well-understood matter. Hysteresis
analysis to find a load cycle is a method that has proved to be reli-
able in uniaxial fatigue damage characterization. However, under
multiaxial loading conditions such prompt method does not exist.
Efforts has been done to adapt the uniaxial cycle counting method
to the multiaxial loading histories [16–19]. BS and WB cycle count-
ing methods are an example of that; they use the rainflow para-
digm to extract the loading cycles within a multiaxial loading
history.

2.2. Bannantine and Socie (BS)

Bannantine and Socie [2] proposed a multiaxial cumulative
damage criterion based on a mix of critical plane damage parame-
ter, rainflow cycle counting method and Miner’s rule. The main
concept behind BS criterion is based on the experimental evidence
that some materials are more sensitive to axial strains than to
shear strains and vice versa.

Therefore, authors concluded that the axial and shear strains
have different damage scales in the same material. Bannantine
and Socie considered that the block damage under multiaxial load-
ing conditions could be estimated through axial strains or shear
strains.

Thus, the criterion of choice is based on the material sensitivity
to axial or shear damage. To evaluate complex loadings Bannantine
and Socie proposed that the multiaxial axial and shear strains com-
ponents could be treated as uniaxial loads in the critical plane
search. Therefore, the multiaxial loading is projected into the can-
didate plane, and then the in-plane and normal strains are sepa-
rately computed with a rainflow method.

After that the axial and shear accumulated damage is calculated
for each plane. The plane with the highest accumulated damage is
the critical plane. BS approach states that the rainflow cycle count-
ing on each plane can be associated with the hysteresis loops in
that same plane. The BS approach uses the original main paradigm
behind the rainflow cycle counting methodology [11,20–22] to
capture the critical plane damage. The damage accumulation at
each plane is accounted through any cumulative damage model.
The most used is the Miner’s rule, where is performed by a linear
summation of each loading cycle damage. Several accumulative
damage approaches based on the Miner’s rule can be found in lit-
erature [1,23]; they are mainly a non-linear versions of the Miner’s
original law. In the authors’ opinion, the non-linearity in damage
accumulation must be left to the damage parameter since SN
curves are already non-linear. Therefore, in this study the linear
Miner’s rule is adopted. The BS damage parameter is determined
based on a specific critical plane criterion. For instance, if the axial
strains are cycle counted, then a critical plane model based on nor-
mal strains must be considered. Likewise, if the in-plane strains
(shear strains) are cycle counted then a critical plane based in
shear strains must be considered. For example, reversals damage
can be accounted using Eq. (1) in shear strains and in axial strains
can be used Eq. (2).

Fatemi–Socie (F–Socie) damage parameter:

max
h

Dcmax

2
� 1þ k � rn;max

ry
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¼

s0f
G
ð2Nf Þbc þ c0f ð2Nf Þcc ð1Þ

where Dcmax/2 is the maximum shear strain amplitude on a h plane,
rn,max is the maximum normal stress on that plane, ry is the mate-
rial monotonic yield strength and k is a material constant, k = 1.0 in
this case. G is the Shear modulus, 2Nf is the fatigue life and s0f , b, c0f , c
and c are material’s constants (cyclic properties).

SWT damage parameter:
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